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Erosion damage and particle deposition are crucial wear phenomena in gas

turbine engines. As a result, compressor efficiency decreases, stability margin

reduces, and maintenance cost increases. Hence, predicting these phenomena

in an accuratemanner is of paramount importance for a cost-efficient, safe, and

sustainable operation. Erosion and particle deposition in the annulus are

affected by particle transportation in the fluid and particle-wall interaction.

The latter involves the particle impact, the potential damage of the surface and/

or the particle, and the particle rebound. Particle rebounds are statistical in

nature due to the target surface roughness, the variability in particle sizes, and

superimposed effects caused by particle shapes as well as particle rotation and

particle break-up during contact. Multiple studies investigated the statistics of

particle rebound, providing empirical-based models for median and spread.

However, modeling the particle-wall interaction and its data spread on a

transparent physical basis allows separating the effect of target roughness

from superimposed effects. The presented article pursues this objective by

assessing the statistical spread of particle rebound data through multiple

techniques and utilizing their interdependencies. It combines experimental,

numerical, and analytical considerations. For the first time, coherent boundary

conditions for the experimental, numerical and analytical setup allow the

distinction of the effect of roughness from the integral effect of the

superimposed phenomena. A sandblast test rig equipped with laser

measurement equipment was used to measure particle rebound from flat

titanium and stainless steel plates at different angles. The numerical setup is

developed under OpenFOAM 6 using a RANS solver for transient simulations

with compressible media in combination with one-way coupled particle flows.

The numerical model includes the rebound spread model proposed by

Altmeppen et al. combined with the quasi-analytical rebound model

proposed by Bons et al. The statistical spread of particle rebound is

investigated for roughness levels that are similar to the ones of deteriorated

high-pressure compressor blades as discussed by Gilge et al. The measured

surface roughness of the experimentally investigated targets is used as input

parameters to the numerical framework. The rebound statistics obtained in the

numerical simulation are compared to the rebound data measured in the

experiment. Based on this study, conclusions are drawn about which part of

the rebound spread is attributable to surface roughness and which is caused by
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superimposed effects. It was found that the effect of surface roughness as

characterized by Altmeppen et al. contributes in the order of 46 % to the

rebound spread for small impact angles. However, the share in spread due to

roughness gradually decreases with increasing global impact angles to a level of

13 % for angles close to 90°. The remaining percentage of rebound spread is

attributed to superimposing phenomena. In addition to the rolling and sliding of

aspherical particles, further phenomena such as plastic deformation and

erosion of the roughness peaks during contact and the associated

dissipation of energy gain in importance for steeper impact angles.

Therefore, the effect of surface roughness should not be neglected in

numerical simulations of particle-laden flows. Modeling the superimposed

phenomena which are observed to be dominating at high impact angles

opens up a further field of research.

KEYWORDS

surface roughness, erosion, compressor deterioration, fouling, particle rebound,
analytical model

1 Introduction

The atmosphere is constantly contaminated by liquid or solid

particles of different sizes, concentrations, and chemical

compositions. Air-breathing engines such as industrial or

airborne gas turbines are exposed to aerosol, leading to

impairments in the operation (Kellersmann et al., 2018). Erosion

and particle deposition along the flow path cause performance

deterioration and reduction of stall margin (Richardson et al.,

1979). Hence, predicting these phenomena in a reliable manner

is of paramount importance for a cost-efficient and sustainable

operation. For this purpose, the widely used method of numerical

particle tracking requires accurate estimation of the particle rebound

after impacting a surface. Particle rebounds are statistical in nature

due to the alteration of particle sizes and shapes as well as their

rotations, the target surface topography, and particle break-up

during contact (Altmeppen et al., 2020; Sommerfeld et al., 2021).

Therefore, the applied models for the particle–wall interaction in a

numerical framework need to predict not only the mean particle

rebound characteristics but also their natural statistical spread.

Reviewing previously published work, a clear focus on

modeling only particle impacts and mean rebound coefficients

becomes evident. Present modeling approaches based on physical

considerations are derived either from a critical velocity

approach based on the work of Brach and Dunn (1992) or a

critical viscosity approach introduced by Sreedharan and Tafti

(2010). Critical viscosity models concern particle softening

mechanisms at high-temperature applications in the turbine

section and are not reviewed in this study aiming to evaluate

particle impact in the engine compressor sections. Deposition

models based on critical velocity determine whether a particle

sticks to the surface by comparing the actual impact velocity with

a threshold velocity for the impact event below which the particle

deposits.

Both model approaches share the contact mechanics of an

elastic deformation based on Hertzian contact of a spherical

particle with a flat surface combined with adhesion during

impact (Brach and Dunn, 1992). This initial contact model

has been extended in several steps to account for

elastic–plastic deformation, oblique impacts, and further

external forces (Kim and Dunn, 2007; Singh and Tafti, 2015;

Barker et al., 2017). However, it is only valid for ideal spherical

particles and requires empirical correlations (Bons et al., 2017).

To address these limitations, Bons et al. (2017) derived a quasi-

physical yet equally empirical and approximate interaction

model. Arbitrary particle shapes are approximated as circular

cylinders. Hence, particle deformation is modeled using a 1D

spring approach rather than a complex 3D deformation of a

sphere. The model covers elastic and plastic deformation,

adhesion, and removal by shear forces.

To account for the stochastic spread of rebound data, Bons

approach for modeling mean particle rebound characteristics has

been further improved by Whitaker and Bons (2018) with an

empirical curve fitting approach based on experimental data.

Standard deviations of the coefficients of restitution vary with the

considered particle and target surface combination. Hence, this

approach still relies on excessive experimental testing of different

particle surface combinations. Therefore, modeling approaches

based on empirical correlations fail to predict the spread in the

coefficients of restitution (CoR) for boundary conditions apart

from the original experimental setup by up to 100 % (Bons et al.,

2015). Since the basic challenge of modeling particle rebound and

deposition with sufficient accuracy still remains, a physical-based

access to the statistical spread is desired in this work. The scope of

the presented work is to investigate the effects within the

statistical spread observed during particle rebound

measurements. In order to quantify different effects on the

statistical spread, findings from experimental rebound
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measurements are complemented by a numerical investigation of

the test rig. In the numerical simulation, the rebound spread

model proposed by Altmeppen et al. (2020) is combined with the

quasi-analytical rebound model of Bons et al. (2017). As a first

step toward a general spread model, the statistical spread of

particle rebound due to target roughness will be the subject of

investigation. The presented study focuses on roughness levels

that are similar to the ones of deteriorated high-pressure

compressor blades (Gilge et al., 2019). To apply the spread

model, the surface roughness of the investigated materials is

measured during the experimental campaign and used as input

parameters for the numerical framework. The rebound statistics

obtained in the numerical simulation are then compared to

rebound data measured in the experiment to conclude which

portion of the rebound spread is attributable to surface roughness

and which is caused by additional effects.

2 Rebound spread model based on
surface roughness

When calculating particle trajectories, coefficients of

restitution are used to describe the energy loss during

interaction with a wall. They are defined as the magnitude

of a rebound parameter divided by its corresponding impact

value as shown in Figure 1.

CoRv � v2
v1
, CoRN � vN2

vN1
, CoRT � vT2

vT1
, CoRα � α2

α1
. (1)

To simulate the statistical spread due to surface roughness,

the spread model by Altmeppen et al. (2020) was applied in this

study. It is based on the approach of deriving a local impact angle

α1′ for each individual particle. It deviates from the global impact

angle by Δα1 due to the surface roughness as shown in detail A of

Figure 1. The roughness of the surface is characterized by the root

mean squared Rq for its height and the correlation length λc for

the elongation of the irregular roughness structure. The local

impact angle is derived by evaluating how deep a particle can

theoretically penetrate the surface roughness with respect to its

size. To do so, the surface profile is processed with a

morphological filter based on the closing principle

(Figure 2A). The slope angles of the filtered profile represent

the possible global impact angles for a normal impact with a

particle of size dp. Their distribution is approximated by a

Gaussian distribution.

As the impact angles decrease in oblique impacts like in

Figure 2B, the particles may not hit the lee sides in the valley of a

roughness structure. As a consequence, the probability of hitting

the luff side increases that causes a shift in the probability density

distribution. The shifted distribution is approximated with a

Weibull function:

PW Δα; λ, k( ) �
k

λ

Δα + α1/2
λ

( )k−1
Δα≥ − α1

2

0 Δα≤ − α1
2

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩ . (2)

The parameters k(α1) > 0 and λ(α1) > 0 are polynomial

functions of the impact angle (Altmeppen et al., 2020).

FIGURE 1
Particle impact and rebound geometries (Altmeppen et al.,
2020).

FIGURE 2
Local impact angle: (A) morphological filter with respect to
the particle size; (B) particle impact on the luff sides of the surface
roughness for oblique impacts (Altmeppen et al., 2020).
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The spread model presented by Altmeppen et al. (2020)

is built upon the assumption that the slope angle

distribution of the roughness profile can be

approximated by a Gaussian distribution and is therefore

non-skewed. To validate these assumptions and to evaluate

the roughness parameter of the experiments, the surface

roughness of the target material was measured. The results

are presented in the next section.

FIGURE 3
Surface topography of (A,B) uneroded and (C–F) eroded plates.
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3 Measurement of the surface
roughness

The surface topography of several undeteriorated and eroded

flat plates has been measured by confocal microscopy at the

Institute of Machine Components at the University of Stuttgart.

The TOOLinspect surface measuring system by Confovis with an

Olympus lens 20× / NA 0,6 was used. The resolution was 200 nm

in the lateral dimensions, with a precision of 0.1 nm in the

measurement of the roughness height. The raw data have

been processed with MountainsMap® Premium (Version 7.4).

Five non-eroded flat plates have been measured for each original

target material. On each plate, three measurement squares of the

size 1.17 mm × 1.17 mm have been scanned, leading to

15 samples. An example of the scanned surfaces for each

material can be found in Figures 3A and B. It should be

noted that the plates before and after erosion are different

plate samples. For the eroded materials, three plates have been

investigated for each target material and operating point after

eroding them with 25 g quartz. An example of these scans is

shown in Figures 3C and D.

On uneroded surfaces, especially of stainless steel, an

anisotropic surface profile is visible due to the manufacturing

process. In addition, imperfections of various sizes are visible as

holes on the surface. The anisotropic surface structure due to the

manufacturing cannot be observed on the eroded plates because

it is phased out during the erosion. The bigger imperfections, on

the other hand, are still visible after erosion. The edges of the

imperfections, however, have a smoother transition to the

surrounding areas. Corresponding surface parameters can be

found in Table 1, where the mean and standard deviations of all

samples are summarized. The detailed protocols of the surface

topography measurements of each sample can be found in

Sommerfeld and Koch (2021). Since the flat plates are

measured as a 2D geometry, the surface root mean square Sq
and the correlation length Sal are used to replace the 1D

parameters Rq and λc in the original model formulation. The

roughness parameter, which is needed as model input, is

therefore calculated via

ΦR � Sq/Sal. (3)

In the presented experiments, the surface roughness

parameter Sq, which represents the height of the peaks,

decreases due to erosion. At the same time, the

autocorrelation factor Sal rises for all 150 m/s flow cases. This

leads to a reduction of the roughness parameter ΦR during

erosion. However, the values of the undeteriorated and eroded

plates are still in the same order of magnitude and, therefore,

similar to each other. Since the rebound data were measured

during the transition from undeteriorated to the eroded state, two

roughness levels are used as model input to evaluate the particle

rebound due to the surface roughness in the experiment: a

roughness value representative of the uneroded baseline

condition and the arithmetic mean of roughness values

resulting from the erosion process hereinafter referred to as

the eroded state.

In many performance deterioration studies (Bogard et al.,

1998; Bons et al., 2001; Kellersmann et al., 2017), erosion and

particle deposition are generally known to increase the surface

roughness in turbomachinery components. In the experiment

presented in this work, the surface roughness decreased, but

the surface roughness of the new plates was already high to

begin with, which is a difference from real engine blades. It is,

therefore, concluded that the roughness takes an asymptotic

TABLE 1 Overview of surface roughness parameters of stainless steel target plates eroded at OP1 with different incidence angles and Ti6Al4V target
plates for different impact velocities at 60° incidence angle.

Stainless steel (OP1) Ti6Al4V (60°)

Parameter Clean 15° 30° 45° 60° 70° 90° Clean OP1 OP2 OP3

Sq [μm] Mean 2.77 2.37 2.50 2.38 2.50 2.34 2.12 3.00 2.36 2.20 2.87

Std 0.45 0.27 0.091 0.16 0.22 0.15 0.15 0.66 0.67 0.10 0.43

Sal [μm] Mean 64.75 81.55 79.10 77.68 88.57 76.88 74.75 66.91 91.26 38.71 42.67

Std 7.10 14.75 3.5 9.50 10.90 8.58 12.23 15.49 44.10 23.69 19.10

ΦR Mean 0.0427 0.0293 0.0316 0.0308 0.0286 0.0306 0.0286 0.0477 0.0286 0.0734 0.0822

Std 0.0038 0.0036 0.0017 0.0029 0.0038 0.0014 0.0026 0.0162 0.0107 0.0318 0.0408

Rsk Mean −1.04 −0.289 0.116 −0.212 −0.160 −0.305 −0.458 −0.250 −0.118 −0.143 −0.196

Std 0.454 0.169 0.152 0.012 0.294 0.573 0.130 0.427 0.427 0.211 0.306
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value, which depends on the impact conditions and material

combination but not on the state of the original surface

roughness. If the surface roughness (as in the presented

experiments) is originally higher than the asymptotic

condition of erosion, it is reduced upon erosion. On the

other hand, it is increased if the surface roughness has

been lower beforehand, which is the case for real engine

blades suffering erosion.

To investigate the proposed asymptotic surface roughness

further, some additional measurements of the stainless steel

targets at other impact angles have been investigated. No

significant trend over the incidence angle could be observed

in the surface parameters summarized in Table 1. It is, therefore,

concluded that the surface roughness parameter does not depend

on the impact angle. In addition, two higher impact velocities

(Table 2) have been investigated for the titanium alloy targets. It

could be observed that the measured surface roughness

parameter rises with increasing impact velocity (Table 1). It is,

therefore, concluded that the eroded surface roughness depends

on the impact velocity. The corresponding surface topographies

are shown in Figures 3E and F.

The spread model presented by Altmeppen et al. (2020) is

built upon the assumption that the slope angle distribution of the

roughness profile can be approximated by a Gaussian

distribution and is therefore non-skewed. The slope angle

distribution relevant to the impact of individual particles is

dependent on how deep a particle can penetrate the

roughness structure with respect to its size. Therefore, a slope

angle related particle-independent quantity, skewness Rsk of the

roughness profile, has been measured for several target plates of

the experiments (Table 1) to validate the assumptions. Based on a

kernel density estimation of the sample, Figure 4 shows a shift in

the probability distribution of skewness Rsk toward low negative

values. This phenomenon results from the production methods

used to manufacture the specimens (Figure 3A, B). New

uneroded sample plates labeled as clean in Table 1 feature a

rather high negative skewness. However, the phenomenon of

roughness alteration during the experiment with respect to Rq

and λc, as described earlier, causes likewise a change in skewness.

The roughness tends toward a non-skewed state.

4 Experimental investigation of
particle rebound

The experimental data have been measured at a sandblast

type test rig as described in Schrade and Staudacher (2014) and

Schrade (2016) with a modified test chamber proposed by

Hufnagel et al. (2018b). The test rig geometry and operation

points in this work are summarized in Figure 5.

The particle-laden air flow is accelerated through a nozzle.

The nominal fluid velocities in the center of the jet can be set with

an accuracy of ± 4.64 m/s (Schrade, 2016). Monodisperse quartz

sand with a size ranging from 45 to 73 μm is used as particle

material. With a particle mass of 25 g dispersed within 40 min,

the particle concentration is about 3.4 · 10−7 kg/m3. Some of the

rebound measurements presented in this article are part of the

experimental work published previously in Sommerfeld et al.

(2021). The additional impact angles of 15°, 45°, and 75° are only

published here.

Flat plates of stainless steel and Ti6Al4V are used as target

specimens. The mounting allows for various impact angles

between 15° and 90°. Optical access allows for the examination

of the particle flow by particle shadow velocimetry (PSV).

Background illumination is generated by a Solo 120XT laser

TABLE 2 Erosion test rig’s operation points.

Parameter Symbol Unit OP1 OP2 OP3

Jet fluid velocity vair ms−1 150 250 350

Jet Mach number Ma - 0.44 0.62 0.80

Jet total air temperature Tt,air K 297 427 546

Nozzle inlet static pressure pin Bar 1.10 1.25 1.45

Pulse delay of double frame images Δt μs 4 3 2

FIGURE 4
Distribution of skewness Rsk measured in the experiments for
the pre- and post-erosion state.
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by New Wave to record double-frame images with a maximal

repetition rate of 14 Hz. The delay between the consecutive

pulses is 4 μs. For homogenous background illumination, the

laser light is scattered through an optical diffusor. Images are

recorded with an ImagerProX 2M camera. It is mounted on a

long-distance microscope and focused on the x-z plane of the

particle jet. The field of view is 4.2 mm × 3.0 mm. A

ParticleMaster System by LaVision (Goettingen, Germany) is

operated for image recording and scaling. Post-processing of the

PSV images is performed using an in-house code described in

previous work by Sommerfeld et al. (2021). Post-processing of

the images leads to the particle vector field in the measurement

area. The particles are classified as approaching, rebounding, or

secondary particles as presented in Sommerfeld et al. (2021). The

distributions of the approaching and rebounding particles are

used in a field average technique to calculate the coefficients of

restitution (as in Eq. 1). Therefore, the median values of the

underlying distributions are used. The distribution of the

statistical spread is obtained by dividing the individual

rebound values by the median impact value. The statistical

spread needs to be evaluated with respect to the measurement

uncertainty, which may also contribute to a statistical spread in

the measurement data.

4.1 Measurement uncertainty analysis

The particle size algorithm is validated using a high precision

calibration plate with circles of known particle diameters between

10 and 200 μm. It was found to be accurate within ± 1.7 μm with

an image resolution of 1 pixel = 7.2 μm2. The system can detect

particles down to 20 μm (Sommerfeld et al. (2021)). The

maximum and mean uncertainty ϵv of an individual particle

velocity vector was calculated to be ± 1.22m/s and ± 0.43m/s

with Gaussian error propagation (Sommerfeld et al., 2021). The

measured particle number for statistical evaluation is biased with

two systematic measurement errors, namely, depth of field (DoF)

and border correction (BC), that are corrected with a weight

parameter for the particle number as presented in Sommerfeld

et al. (2021).

To account for stochastic errors, each experiment at a certain

operation point and angle is repeated three times. Afterward, all

measured particles from the three experiments are combined for

statistical evaluation. To quantify the confidence intervals of the

statistical results, a bootstrapping technique is used.

Bootstrapping is a method of random resampling with

replacement. It allows for a quantitative evaluation of the

confidence interval for the statistics of a finite sample size N

(see Efron and Tibshirani (1986)). A large number B of

bootstrapping resamples of the same size N are randomly

sampled out of the original data set with N particles to

calculate the confidence intervals. The number of bootstrap

data samples was set to be B = 100,000 following Efron and

Tibshirani (1986). An example of the confidence intervals for the

median of the absolute coefficient of restitution as a function of the

impact angle is shown in Figure 6A. The natural statistical spread of

the absolute coefficient of restitution is represented by the 16% and

84% percentiles of the underlying distribution and their

corresponding 99% confidence intervals. The median 99%

confidence intervals for all measured coefficients CoRv, CoRN,

CoRT, and CoRα are summarized in Table 3. The values are

averaged over both target materials since the uncertainty values

were found to be similar for both material combinations in this study.

To check for a statistically significant sample size,

bootstrapping with R < N was used to evaluate the number of

particles needed for the coefficients of restitution to converge. An

example of this calculation is presented in Figure 6B. It was found

that about 1,000 measured particles are needed for a converged

FIGURE 5
Geometry of the EVS core section asmodeled in the CFD simulation including the nozzle, measuring chamber, and the boundary conditions for
the operation point OP1 (based on Hufnagel et al. (2018a) and Hufnagel et al. (2018b).
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median within the 99% confidence interval. To yield a narrow

confidence interval, over 4,000 particles are recommended.

Another measurement uncertainty arises by neglecting the

particle direction in the third dimension after impact, which is not

measurable with this experimental setup. In the study by Eroglu and

Tabakoff (1991), the difference in the tangential coefficient of

restitution CoRT for a 2D vs. 3D measurement setup was

measured, and it was concluded that the results did not differ

significantly. Therefore, the simpler 2D measurement setup is used

in this study. To approximate the thereby introduced uncertainty, the

normal configuration (α = 90°) is examined in its measured 2D

configuration. The setup is symmetric to the x-z and x-y planes. This

can be used to approximate the measurement uncertainty in the third

dimension. The median deviation between the measured absolute

velocity v1 and the normal velocity vN1 is found to be 0.08 m/s for

OP3 which shows the highest spread in the measurement data.

Assuming the same values for the third dimension leads to an

uncertainty of + 0.053% for the approaching particle velocities. For

the rebounding particles, the median deviation of 3.97 m/s is

considerably higher, leading to an average uncertainty of + 7.2%.

The uncertainties propagate into the rebound characteristics. The

resulting uncertainty in the coefficients of restitution is non-

symmetric because the absolute velocity can be equal to or higher

than themeasured velocity in 2D. The uncertaintymay, therefore, lead

to an underprediction for the absolute coefficient of restitution but

may not lead to an overprediction. With Gaussian error propagation,

the approximated median uncertainty

ϵCoRv �





















1
v1
ϵv2( )2

+ −v2
v21

ϵv1( )2︸����︷︷����︸
≈ 0

√√
≈

1
v1
ϵv2 (4)

is found to be + 0.015 m/s for OP3. Due to the different order of

magnitudes, the uncertainty ϵv1 is neglected. This result is in the

same order of magnitude as the measured deviations in Eroglu

and Tabakoff (1991) and is therefore believed to be valid. The

results for all operation points are summarized in Table 3.

5 Numerical investigation

5.1 Numerical grid

The detailed geometry of the experimental test bench was

adjusted in the simulation to fit the CFD techniques

(Figure 5). A multiblock-hex-dominant grid is generated

using the meshing software snappyHexMesh (Greenshields,

2018). A combination of H-type and O-type grid blocks has

been chosen to resolve the inlet and nozzle sections up to the

probe plate and thus account for secondary flow structures,

such as the corner vortex. A high mesh resolution down to the

viscous sublayer is desired for all walls. A model based on

Spalding’s law is applied since a fully resolved boundary layer

and a first cell center positioned in the viscous sub-region

cannot be ensured for all boundary patches. It is capable of

fitting the relation u+ = y+ in the viscous layer and u+ = Ey+/κ in

the log-law region. A grid refinement study has been

conducted to guarantee grid-independent results for the

fluid and particle solution. It resulted in a mesh with

FIGURE 6
Measurement uncertainty: (A) 99% confidence intervals for the distribution’s medianCoRv and its percentile over the impact angle; (B) usage of
the bootstrapping technique to check for a significant sample size (Ti6Al4V, OP1, 50°).

TABLE 3 Summary of dominant measurement uncertainties.

OP1 OP2 OP3

99% confidence interval CoRv
+ 0.0124−0.0109 + 0.0151− 0.0151

+ 0.0153− 0.0150

99% confidence interval CoRN
+ 0.0118− 0.0133

+ 0.0145− 0.0138
+ 0.0143− 0.0133

99% confidence interval CoRT
+ 0.0163− 0.0179

+ 0.0225− 0.0228
+ 0.0215− 0.0224

99% confidence interval CoRα
+ 0.0251− 0.0235

+ 0.0344− 0.0338
+ 0.0281− 0.0326

Uncertainty due to 2D setup + 0.0211− 0
+ 0.0174− 0

+ 0.0149− 0
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6,940,756 elements. The achieved results are of high accuracy

but feature the lowest possible computational effort.

5.2 Numerical setup

Numerical simulations are performed with the open-source

software OpenFOAM 6. The RANS solver reactingParcelFoam

has been used to discretize the fluid in a Eulerian and particle

phase in the Lagrangian framework. It is capable of transient

simulations with compressible media in combination with one-

way or two-way coupled particle flows. Based on the particle

concentration in the experiments, it is concluded that the volume

fraction of the injected particles is low (αp < 4 × 10−6). Hence, a

one-way coupled particle–fluid interaction approach is chosen.

Considering the particulate matter to be a minuscule fraction of

the total volume, the particle motion can be described by

Newton’s second law, defining the time derivative of

momentum to be equal to the total force on a particle

imposed by the surrounding fluid.

mp
dup
�→
dt

� ∑ Fi
→
, (5)∑ Fi

→ � FD
�→+ FG

�→+ FP
�→+ FS

�→+ FV
�→+ FB

�→
. (6)

The sum of acting forces is composed of the drag force FD
�→

,

the gravitational and buoyancy force combined in one term FG
�→

,

the pressure gradient force FP
�→

, Saffman lift force FS
�→

, the virtual

mass force FV
�→

, and the Brownian force FB
�→

. A sensitivity analysis

showed that all terms except the drag force FD
�→

, gravitational force

FG
�→

, and pressure gradient force FP
�→

are negligible in this

investigation. This agrees with the findings of Rudinger (2012)

for particle flows with density ratios ρp/ρf ≥ 103 in general.

FG
�→ � mp

�g 1 − ρf
ρp

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, (7)

FP
�→ � ρf

πd3
p

6

Duf
�→
Dt

. (8)

The drag force experienced by a single particle of diameter dp
is described using the drag coefficient CD:

FD
�→ � CD

πd2
p

8
ρf · uf

�→− up
�→( ) · |uf

�→− up
�→|. (9)

Introducing the mass-point approach and the kinematic

viscosity ], the particle Reynolds number Rep is used

according to Haider and Levenspiel (1989) to develop an

empirical correlation for the drag coefficient CD. The

implemented correlation is valid for Rep < 2.6 · 105 which is

satisfied in this work.

Rep � |uf
�→− up

�→|dp

],
(10)

CD � 24
Rep

· 1 + A · ReBp( ) + C

1 + D
Rep

. (11)

The shape factor ΦD is introduced to take into account the

non-sphericity of real particles. It is used to determine the model

coefficients A − D.

A � e2.3288−6.4581ΦD+2.4486Φ2
D , (12)

B � 0.0964 + 0.5565ΦD, (13)
C � e4.905−13.8944ΦD+18.4222Φ2

D+10.2599Φ3
D , (14)

D � e1.4681+12.2584ΦD−20.7322Φ2
D+15.8855Φ3

D . (15)

Wadell (1935) prescribes the shape factor ΦD as

ΦD � Sk
Sp
, (16)

the ratio between the surface area of a perfect sphere Sk of the

same volume as the particle and the actual particle’s surface area

Sp. The shape factor ΦD is set to 0.8, assuming a particle shape

between an isometric polyhedron and a sphere based on Haider

and Levenspiel (1989). This assumption has been validated by a

2D shape analysis (Pentland, 1927) of a particle sample from the

experiment. The numerical setup was adjusted to ensure a

particle size distribution that corresponds to the distribution

measured in the experiment (Figure 7A).

Turbulence is modeled using the Menter-SST-k-ω-model

by Menter and Esch (2001) with updated coefficients (Menter

et al., 2003). A turbulence intensity of I = 5 % is assumed in the

inlet plane. Gradient, divergence, and Laplacian terms are

solved by applying second-order schemes, while a transient

first-order scheme is used for time derivative terms. The time

step is continuously adjusted to not exceed a maximum CFL

number of 15. OpenFOAM uses a particle tracking

methodology based on Macpherson et al. (2009) but with

an updated barycentric tracking (Bainbridge, 2019). A

maximum particle CFL number of one is not exceeded. A

discrete random walk model is introduced to consider the

influence of small-scale turbulent flow structures on the

individual particle trajectory that are not resolved by the

RANS method. Considering the underlying particle size

distribution and the fluid mechanical boundary conditions

determined in the experiment and summarized in Figure 5,

the numerical simulation is capable of reproducing the

probability distribution of the absolute particle impact

velocity V1 measured in the experiment in terms of mean

value with sufficient accuracy (Figure 7B). Minor deviations

occur in the variance of the distribution, which can be

attributed to effects such as the numerical uncertainty of

the RANS method and other necessary assumptions in the

modeling such as applying the same representative shape

factor for every particle.
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5.3 Particle–wall interaction

The quasi-physical interaction model by Bons et al.

combined with extensions by Whitaker et al. is implemented

to model particle–wall interaction and to estimate if a particle

deposits on a surface or rebounds upon impact (Bons et al., 2017;

Whitaker and Bons, 2018; Altmeppen et al., 2020). It has been

further improved with the spread model described in Section 2 to

account for statistical spread due to target surface roughness. The

target plate and particle features are set to match the

experimental setup described in Section 4.

To account for a varying roughness over the experiment and

its influence on the time-averaged rebound spread, two levels of

roughness are examined in the numerical investigation: a mean

roughness of eroded plates with Sq ≈ Rq = 2.57 μm Sal ≈ λc =

71.90 μm and a dimensionless roughness parameter of ΦR =

0.036, indicated in the following by the expression eroded, as well

as a roughness profile with Sq ≈ Rq = 2.77 μm Sal ≈ λc = 64.78 μm

and ΦR = 0.043, representing the uneroded surface of a sample

plate before the experiment. It should be noted that the numerical

model requires 1D roughness parameters as input. Accordingly,

they are approximated based on the equivalent 2D quantities

from the experiment. For simplicity, the following numerical and

experimental results are labeled using the 1D notation.

Based on findings gained in Section 3, roughness profiles

representing the whole experimental process have been

generated artificially using the methods outlined by Garcia

and Stoll (1984). The procedure creates roughness profiles

that fulfill Gaussian statistics. They are processed using

methods described in Altmeppen et al. (2020) to gain a kernel

density estimate and, subsequently, a normal Gaussian

distribution function of possible impact angles per particle

diameter.

Altmeppen et al. (2020) introduced the Kullback–Leibler

divergence to evaluate the quality of the approximation.

Values of DKL close to zero indicate a sufficiently accurate

approximation.

DKL Pref||P( ) � − ∑
x∈X

Pref x( )log P x( )
Pref x( )( ). (17)

Figure 8 shows the generated roughness profiles and an

example of the kernel density estimation and its corresponding

FIGURE 7
Particle boundary conditions: (A) diameter distribution of particles injected into the test rig; (B) velocity distribution of the impacting particles.

FIGURE 8
Roughness estimate of sample plates representing an
uneroded surface (Rq � 2.77μm, λc � 64.78μm) and an eroded
surface (Rq � 2.57μm, λc � 71.90μm).
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normal Gaussian approximation. With a median value of

DKL,median = 0.0046 for all uneroded and DKL,median = 0.0881 for

all eroded roughness distributions, the normal Gaussian

distributions have achieved sufficient accuracy and can be used

as an approximation in the numerical simulation.

6 Results and discussion

6.1 Influence of the surrounding fluid flow
and the measurement method

The particle shadow velocimetry method described in

Section 4 for determining the particle velocity and

consequently the CoR is based on one crucial assumption: the

deviation of the particle vector between the point of

measurement and the plate contact point due to the carrier

fluid is negligible. Whether this assumption is valid and the

particle vector does not change significantly until impacting the

plate or after the rebound, however, must be proven and can be

analyzed with the provided numerical simulation. Therefore, the

CoR statistics are determined for the numerical simulation both

with the post-processing routines on which the PSV is based and

directly on the plate during rebound. The first method is further

referred to as the window method, as it evaluates the state of

motion of individual particles within a measurement window in

front of the sample plate (Figure 5), while the second is labeled as

the plate method. It evaluates the state of motion at the moment

of impact on the sample plate. The influence of the measurement

method and subsequently the surrounding fluid flow on the CoR

and its spread is shown in Figure 9 for the plate inclination angle

β = 45° and uneroded roughness setup.

The two evaluation methods yield approximately the same CoR

median. However, the window approach produces an 85 % increase

in the spread for the illustrated 68 % percentile. To investigate the

cause of this deviation in the spread, the near-wall particle behavior

is discussed in Figure 10. A separate numerical analysis with a CoR

artificially set to a fixed value of one has been conducted to isolate the

effect of the flow field. The trajectories of several representative

particles and their temporal kinetic energy k are plotted for several

plate inclination angles β. The sample shows that the particles do not

deviate significantly from their motion vector within the analysis

window. However, their kinetic energy varies within the track.

Depending on the plate angle and the underlying surrounding

fluid flow, particles are decelerated on their path to the plate or

accelerated after the rebound. The deviations of the kinetic energy

within the evaluation window increase as the plate inclination

increases and thus the pressure gradient becomes larger.

Although the maximum possible energy loss in this study at β =

90° is greater than 50 %, the energy variation for more than 70 % of

all particles is less than 20 % (Figure 11).

The maximum energy variation within the measurement

window decreases rapidly for shallower impact angles β < 90°.

Using the same experimental setup, Sommerfeld et al. (2021)

stated that the deviation of the particle vector between the point

of measurement and the contact point due to the carrier fluid can

be neglected as particle sizes are chosen in order to yield high

Stokes numbers (≫ 10). The aforementioned finding supports

this assumption. A large particle relaxation time (Tropea et al.,

2007) combined with a maximum possible distance from a

measurement point to the plate of only about 2mm allows

neglecting the influence of the surrounding fluid flow.

Thus, the discrepancy in the coefficients of restitution spread

illustrated in Figure 9 must be attributed to the field average

technique introduced in Section 4. Unlike in the numerical

simulation, the velocity vectors of impacting and rebounding

particles cannot be assigned to each other in the experiment on a

one-to-one basis. Instead, the CoR and its distribution of statistical

spread are accessed by dividing the individual rebound values by the

median impact value. As a result, for some particles, the CoR is

overestimated by dividing individual rebound velocities by an

impact velocity that is too low. For others, the CoR is conversely

underestimated. The implemented post-processing method

contributes to a statistical spread in the measurement data.

In the subsequent analysis of numerical and experimental

rebound data, this effect is taken into account by processing the

numerical results with the same field averaging technique.

6.2 Influence of the impact velocity
distribution and surface roughness

Figures 12A–C show the CoR data resulting from the

experiment and numerical simulation, respectively. In the

FIGURE 9
Influence of the measurement method and the surrounding
fluid flow on the CoR within the numerical simulation.
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simulation, eroded ΦR = 0.036 and uneroded ΦR = 0.043

roughness statistics have been applied. In addition, the

analytical solution of the Bons model for a mean particle

diameter dp = 40 μm and a mean total impact velocity of V1 =

100 m/s is plotted as a reference. Both the analytical Bons model

as well as the median values derived from the numerical

simulation match the median of the experimentally

determined CoRN data. The model approaches overestimate

the tangential component CoRT at high plate inclination β

and impact angles α1.

The imposed variation of the surface topography and the

imposed statistical distribution of the impact velocity V1

(Figure 7) lead to a spread in the numerically obtained CoR

data. The spread in the numerical data is of the same order of

magnitude as observed experimentally. However, the

experimentally observed spread exceeds the numerically

predicted spread significantly. This is attributed to

superimposed phenomena discussed later in this article.

To differentiate the effect of the imposed surface topography

from the imposed velocity distribution, a separate pure analytical

study has been conducted using the Bons model. The isolated

effect of the difference in velocity distributions shown in Figure 7

is demonstrated assuming a perfectly smooth surface.

Subsequently, this effect is investigated for the measured

roughness of the test specimen using the surface model

according to Altmeppen et al. (2020). By applying the Bons

model directly to the velocity distributions from numerics and

experiment all fluid mechanical influences from the CFD are

eliminated.

Figure 13A depicts the preceding for a plate inclination β =

45°. For the case of the smooth surface, the difference in velocity

distribution shown in Figure 7 directly translates into the spread

in the rebound coefficient. This is superimposed by the

roughness effect in a dominant way. Although the two

velocity distributions vary significantly, they both lead to

B

FIGURE 10
Deviation of the particle’s kinetic energy within the measurement plane for the numerical simulation.

FIGURE 11
Cumulative and probability distribution of the kinetic energy
deviation for all particles within the measurement plane for plate
inclination angle β = 90°.
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FIGURE 12
Experimental and numerical data: (A) CoRN, (B) CoRT, and (C) CoR over the global impact angle (including 68% percentile) using the PSV post-
processing routine; (D) ratio of CoR spread range measured in the experiment and spread obtained in the numerical simulation while applying the
spread model for the uneroded roughness (Rq � 2.77μm, λc � 64.78μm).

FIGURE 13
Effects on the CoR spread range: (A) influence of the impact velocity distribution on the CoR; (B) ratio of CoR spread range (68% percentile)
generated analytically by applying a perfectly smooth and a rough surface for 1) the experimental velocity distribution V1, 2) the numerical velocity
distribution V1, and 3) comparison of CoR spread range generated each for a rough surface but different velocity distributions V1.
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nearly identical spread distributions. Repeated investigations

reveal a dependence on impact angle (Figure 13B). At low

impact angles, the deviation in the spread is less than 15%

(Figure 13B; △). For steeper inclination, the deviation

decreases steadily and converges to zero for impact angles

close to 90°. By comparing the purely analytical solution for a

smooth surface with a spread obtained using a rough surface

(Figure 13B; △, O), the influence of the velocity distribution V1

on the spread can be characterized. It is quantified as 16−42%,

depending on the underlying velocity profile V1. The remaining

fraction can, therefore, be attributed to the influence of the

surface topography.

With these findings in mind, Figures 12A–C can be analyzed

in more detail. The variation in roughness over the experiment

has a very small effect on the predicted median and spread of the

CoR. Hence, it is sufficient to discuss further only one of the two

roughness profiles. Setting the spread observed in the experiment

and numerics in relation to each other (Figure 12D), the effect of

roughness on the total spread is derived. Depending on the plate

inclination and thus global impact angle, the numerical

simulation reproduces 15%–55% of the total spread measured

in the experiment (Figure 12D). Considering an approximate

16% share in spread due to the impact velocity distribution in the

numerical simulation, the resulting share in spread due to

roughness as characterized by Altmeppen et al. (2020) is in

the order of 46% for small impact angles. In this region, the

effect of surface roughness is significant for a particle’s individual

rebound.

It should be noted that the measurement data and the

numerical simulation predict CoRN > 1 for small impact

angles. At low impact angles α1, the shadow effect discussed

by (Altmeppen et al., 2020) leads to a high probability of a

significantly positive Δα. The impacting particles are deflected

at the rough surface and the high tangential component VT1 of

the particle velocity is converted into a high normal fraction

VN2. Therefore, CoRN reaches values higher than unity and has

a substantial share in spread due to roughness. The remaining

portion of the spread can thus be attributed to superimposed

effects such as rolling and sliding of the particles. A similar

phenomenon can be expected for the tangential CoRT for

impact angles α1 close to 90°. The high normal velocity VN1

is converted into a high tangential fraction VT2. In addition,

particles can be deflected in both positive and negative

directions, depending on the impact location. This effect

leads to a profound spread in the tangential CoR observed

experimentally and in the simulation. A switch in the sign of the

tangential velocity from inbound to outbound results in

negative CoRT values. However, the share in spread due to

roughness gradually decreases with increasing global impact

angles to a level of 13% for α1 close to 90°. This leads to the

conclusion that in this region, other phenomena play a decisive

role that superimpose the influence of roughness to a greater

extent than for shallow angles. In addition to the rolling and

sliding of aspherical particles, further phenomena such as

plastic deformation and erosion of the roughness peaks

during contact and the associated dissipation of energy gain

in importance for steeper impact angles and superimpose the

effect of surface roughness. Investigation of these phenomena

will be the aim of further research.

7 Conclusion

Experimental and numerical investigations into the effect

of surface roughness on particle rebound and its statistical

spread have been conducted. Roughness levels have been

investigated that are similar to those of deteriorated high-

pressure compressor blades (Gilge et al., 2019). A sandblast

test rig equipped with laser measurement equipment was used

to measure particle rebound from flat titanium and stainless

steel plates at different angles. Findings from experimental

rebound measurements have been complemented by a

numerical investigation of the test rig. In the numerical

simulation, the rebound spread model proposed by

Altmeppen et al. (2020) has been combined with the quasi-

analytical rebound model of Bons et al. (2017). To assess the

statistical spread on a physical basis, the surface roughness of

the investigated targets was measured and characterized by a

dimensionless roughness parameter ΦR. Based on literature

data and the conducted measurements, it was concluded that

the roughness takes an asymptotic value, which depends on

the impact conditions and material combination but not on

the state of the original surface roughness. If the surface

roughness is originally higher than the asymptotic

condition of erosion, it is reduced upon erosion. On the

other hand, it is increased if the surface roughness has

been lower beforehand. Additional measurements revealed

that the surface roughness parameter does not depend on the

impact angle but on the impact velocity. Furthermore, the

phenomenon of roughness alteration during the experiment

with respect to Rq and λc causes a change in skewness. The

roughness tends toward a non-skewed state. Therefore, a

major assumption within the spread model presented by

Altmeppen et al. (2020) could be validated. The height and

slope angle distribution of a roughness profile under erosion

can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution and is

therefore non-skewed. The results of the measurement have

been used as input parameters to the numerical framework.

Using numerical techniques, the contribution of the

measurement method and post-processing routines to the

statistical spread in the measurement data has been

determined. The field average technique widely used in CoR

determination has been found to cause an overestimation of

spread by up to a factor of two. Thus, the statistical spread in

experiments and numerics has to be evaluated with respect to this

measurement uncertainty.
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Connecting the possible variation of local impact angles

based on the surface topography with the Bons model induces

a significant spread in the CoR data. Not only the median value

derived from the numerical simulation matches the

median CoR data determined experimentally but also

the spread in the numerical data is of the same order of

magnitude.

Based on several numerical studies, the individual

contributions of different effects to the spread were

determined. By comparing the spread range in CoR data

within a purely analytical solution for a smooth surface with a

spread obtained using a rough surface solution, the influence of a

varying velocity distribution V1 on the spread has been

characterized. Once the effect of surface roughness is

introduced, the variance within the velocity distribution has

only a subordinate impact as long as the median value of the

impact velocity distribution is constant. It is superimposed by the

roughness effect. At low impact angles, the deviation in the

spread is less than 15 %. For steeper inclination, the deviation

decreases steadily and converges to zero for impact angles close

to 90°.

According to these findings, rebound statistics obtained in

the numerical simulation have been compared to rebound data

measured in the experiment. Considering an approximate 16 %

share in spread due to the impact velocity distribution, the

resulting share in spread due to roughness common for

turbomachinery applications has been found to be in the

order of 46% for small impact angles. In this region, the effect

of surface roughness as characterized by Altmeppen et al. (2020)

is significant for a particle’s individual rebound behavior. The

remaining portion of the spread can thus be attributed to

superimposed effects such as the rolling and sliding of the

particles. A similar phenomenon can be expected in the

tangential CoR for impact angles α1 close to 90°. However, the

share in spread due to roughness gradually decreases with

increasing global impact angles to a level of 13% for α1 close

to 90°. In this region, other phenomena play a decisive role that

superimposes the influence of roughness to a greater extent than

for shallow angles. In addition to the rolling and sliding of

aspherical particles, phenomena such as plastic deformation

and erosion of the roughness peaks during contact and the

associated dissipation of energy might gain in importance for

steeper impact angles and superimpose the effect of surface

roughness.

These findings lead to the conclusion that the effect of surface

roughness is significant for a particle’s individual rebound. This is

especially relevant for shallow impact angles. Therefore, the effect

of surface roughness should not be neglected in numerical

simulations of particle-laden flows in turbomachinery

applications. Modeling the superimposed phenomena which

are observed to be dominating at high impact angles opens up

a further field of research.
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